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Getting Started with the Stealthwatch Data
Store

Do not install a Stealthwatch Data Store on your own. If you plan on purchasing
a Stealthwatch Data Store, contact Cisco Professional Services for assistance
with placement, deployment, and configuration within and as part of your
overall Stealthwatch deployment.

Introduction
The Stealthwatch Data Store provides a central repository to store your network's
telemetry, collected by your Stealthwatch Flow Collectors. The Data Store is comprised
of a cluster of Data Nodes, each containing a portion of your data, and a backup of a
separate Data Node's data. Because all of your data is in one centralized database, as
opposed to spread across multiple Flow Collectors, your Stealthwatch Management
Console can retrieve query results from the Data Store more quickly than if it queried all
of your Flow Collectors separately. The Data Store cluster provides improved fault
tolerance, improved query response, and quicker graph and chart population.

In a Stealthwatch deployment with a Data Store, the Data Store cluster sits between
your SMC and Flow Collectors. One or more Flow Collectors ingests and deduplicates
flows, performs analysis, and reports data and results directly to the Data Store,
distributing it roughly equally to all of the Data Nodes. The Data Store facilitates data
storage, keeps all of your traffic in that centralized location as opposed to spread across
multiple Flow Collectors, and offers greater storage capacity than multiple Flow
Collectors. See the following diagram for an example.
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Should I Deploy Stealthwatchwith a Data Store?
Deploying Stealthwatch with a Data Store can offer several benefits, including improved
query performance and better retention of data. See the following flowchart for
appliance considerations when deciding whether to deploy Stealthwatch with a Data
Store or without a Data Store:
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Consider deploying Stealthwatch with a Data Store if:

l You are new to Stealthwatch and want to take advantage of improved performance
now, and expanded functionality in the future

l You are an existing Stealthwatch customer willing to deploy new appliances, all
colocated, and you have the resources to obtain hardware Data Nodes or to
allocate to additional Data Nodes Virtual Edition (VE).

Based on that analysis, if you are interested in deploying Stealthwatch with a Data Store,
consider the following flowchart for functionality considerations:
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Consider deploying Stealthwatch with a Data Store if:

l You have internal or regulatory requirements to retain data for a period of time

l You want improved query performance, as much as ten times faster than if you
deploy Stealthwatch without a Data Store

l You have interest in future planned Stealthwatch functionality that a Data Store
offers, including:

l enhanced detection capabilities

l flow deduplication

l expanded support for various telemetry types and ingestion, including Cisco
Security Analytics and Logging (On Premises) Firepower event storage
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Reference Documentation
The following table describes relevant reference documentation for Data Store
deployment, and use:

Document Description

Stealthwatch
Hardware and
Software Version
Support Matrix

Review the Stealthwatch Hardware and Software Version
Support Matrix to understand the SMC and Flow Collector
appliance models that you can use with a Data Store.

Stealthwatch
Appliance
Specification Sheets

Review the Stealthwatch Appliance Specification Sheets to
understand the physical layout and capabilities of these
appliances.

Stealthwatch Smart
Licensing Guide

Review the Stealthwatch Smart Licensing Guide to understand
how to license your Stealthwatch deployment and appliances.

Data Store Hardware
Installation and
Configuration Guide

Review the Data Store Hardware Installation and Configuration
Guide to understand how to deploy and configure your
Stealthwatch deployment with a Data Store.

Stealthwatch x2xx
Hardware Installation
Guide

Review the Stealthwatch x2xx Hardware Installation Guide to
understand how to deploy and configure your Stealthwatch
appliances, including the SMC and Flow Collectors.

Stealthwatch System
Configuration Guide

Review the Stealthwatch System Configuration Guide to
understand how to configure your Stealthwatch appliances
after you deploy them and perform initial setup.

Stealthwatch
Release Notes

Review the Stealthwatch Release Notes to understand the
latest information about the current Data Store release,
including last-minute information.
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Stealthwatch Data Store Deployment
Overview

If you plan on purchasing a Stealthwatch Data Store, contact Cisco Professional
Services for assistance with placement, deployment, and configuration within
and as part of your overall Stealthwatch deployment. Do not install a Data Store
on your own.

The following describes the high-level steps for Data Store deployment with a
Stealthwatch deployment:

l Deploy your Stealthwatch appliances, including your Data Nodes, and configure
your SMC and Flow Collectors for use with a Data Store

Make sure that you install the latest version and rollup patch for your
appliances after you deploy them, but before you proceed with Data Store
initialization and configuration.

l Prepare your Stealthwatch deployment for Data Store use by distributing user
passwords and identity certificates

l Initialize the Data Store

l Configure Vertica Management Console (VMC) on your SMC and enable alert
thresholding and notifications

l Configure Data Store retention settings through the REST API

l Install Stealthwatch apps on your SMC for additional Data Store-related
functionality

Review these tasks before starting your deployment.

Required
Component
and Task

Steps

SMC installation
and configuration

1. Deploy your SMC to your network.

2. Using CIMC or connecting directly to the appliance, log into
the SMC's console as root. Run the systemconfig
System Configuration script and use the First Time Setup
wizard to configure basic management information, including
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appliance IP address, use with a Data Store, and eth0
physical port configuration.

3. From a web browser, navigate to the SMC's eth0 IP address
to access Appliance Setup Tool. Use Appliance Setup Tool
to configure administrator passwords, Stealthwatch domain,
DNS and NTP servers, and to install Central Management.

4. From a web browser, navigate to the SMC's IP address after
you configure the appliance using Appliance Setup Tool to
access the Stealthwatch Web App. From Central
Management, enable SSH access and SSH root access to the
SMC.

5. Update your SMC to the latest version and patch. See the
update guides for more information on updating to the
current version, and patch readmes for more information on
patch updates.

Data Node
installation and
configuration

1. Deploy your Data Nodes to your network.

2. Using CIMC or connecting directly to the appliance, log into
each Data Node's console as root. Run the
systemconfig System Configuration script and use the
First Time Setup wizard to configure basic management
information, including appliance management IP address and
non-routable inter-Data Node communication IP address
(with optional port channel configuration). Assign a non-
routable IP address to eth2 or the eth2/eth3 port channel
from the 169.254.42.0/24 CIDR block.

3. For each Data Node, from a web browser, navigate to the
Data Node's eth0 routable IP address to access Appliance
Setup Tool. Use Appliance Setup Tool on each Data Node to
configure administrator passwords, Stealthwatch domain,
DNS and NTP servers, and to have Central Management
manage the Data Node.

4. From the Stealthwatch Web App, go to Central Management,
and enable SSH access and SSH root access to each Data
Node.

5. Update your Data Nodes to the latest version and patch. See
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the update guides for more information on updating to the
current version, and patch readmes for more information on
patch updates.

Review any applicable update guides and patch
readme documentation before proceeding. The Data
Node update process requires additional steps
compared to other Stealthwatch appliances.

Flow Collector
installation and
configuration

1. Deploy your Flow Collectors to your network.

2. Using CIMC or connecting directly to the appliance, log into
each Flow Collector's console as root. Run the
systemconfig System Configuration script and use the
First Time Setup wizard to configure basic management
information, including appliance IP address, use with a Data
Store, and eth0 physical port configuration.

3. For each Flow Collector, from a web browser, navigate to the
Flow Collector's eth0 IP address to access Appliance Setup
Tool. Use Appliance Setup Tool on each Flow Collector to
configure administrator passwords, Stealthwatch domain,
DNS and NTP servers, flow collection port number (2055 for
NetFlow or 6343 for sFlow), and to have Central
Management manage the Flow Collector.

4. From the Stealthwatch Web App, go to Central Management,
and enable SSH access and SSH root access to each Flow
Collector.

5. Update your Flow Collectors to the latest version and patch.
See the update guides for more information on updating to
the current version, and patch readmes for more information
on patch updates.

Data Store
initialization and
configuration

1. From the Stealthwatch Web App, go to Central Management,
and ensure that all Data Nodes and Flow Collectors are
managed in Central Management, that the connection is up,
and that both SSH access and SSH root access are enabled.

2. Log into the primary SMC's console as sysadmin. Using the
setup-sw-datastore-secure-connectivity
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database secure connectivity script, distribute database
dbadmin and readonlyuser passwords and identity
certificates to your SMC, Data Nodes, and Flow Collectors.

3. Based on the output from the setup-sw-datastore-
secure-connectivity secure connectivity script, log
into the specified Data Node's console as root. Copy the
install_SDBN_example.cfg example database
initialization configuration file as install_SDBN.cfg and
update it with your Data Node IP addresses and subnet. Run
the initialization script, referencing the initialization
configuration file (python install_SDBN_initial.py
-i install_SDBN.cfg).

4. From the Data Node where you ran the initialization script,
retrieve the API key string from
/opt/vertica/config/apikey.dat. You will use this
API key to establish a connection between the Data Store
database and VMC in a later step.

5. From the Stealthwatch Web App, go to Central Management,
and for the SMC and all Flow Collectors, use Local
Resolution to map the Data Store database name (sw-
datastore) to every Data Node routable IP address. For
optimal performance, map the Data Node eth0 IP addresses
in the same order for each appliance.

Vertica
Management
Console
(VMC) installation
and configuration
on the SMC

See Vertica Management Console Configuration for more
information.

1. Copy the /lancope/var/admin/cds/ server.crt
server certificate from your SMC to your local workstation.

2. From a web browser on your local workstation, navigate to
[smc-ipv4-address]:9450/webui/login to access
VMC. Perform initial VMC configuration and setup. Disable
connections that use less secure versions of TLS. Use the
API key string and the server.crt certificate file to
establish a connection with the Data Store. Configure alert
thresholds and alert notifications to receive Data Store health
alerts.
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Data Store data
retention

l Use the REST API to configure your Data Store retention
period.

Review Next
Steps after you
complete Data
Store
deployment

1. Install the Stealthwatch Report Builder app on your SMC to
run reports on your Stealthwatch deployment, and to view
Data Store storage statistics. See the release notes for more
information.

2. Review the Stealthwatch Web App online help for more
information on how to use Stealthwatch.

Optionally, you can also perform the following:

Optional
Component
and Task

Steps

UDP Director
installation and
configuration

l Deploy the UDP Director, as described in the Stealthwatch
x2xx Series Hardware Installation Guide and Stealthwatch
System Configuration Guide. Update your UDP Director to the
latest version and patch. See the update guides for more
information on updating to the current version, and patch
readmes for more information on patch updates.

Flow Sensor

l Deploy the Flow Sensor, as described in the Stealthwatch
x2xx Series Hardware Installation Guide and Stealthwatch
System Configuration Guide. Update your Flow Sensor to the
latest version and patch. See the update guides for more
information on updating to the current version, and patch
readmes for more information on patch updates.

Failover
SMC installation
and
configuration

l Deploy the failover SMC, as described in the Stealthwatch
x2xx Series Hardware Installation Guide, Stealthwatch
System Configuration Guide and Stealthwatch Failover
Configuration Guide. Update your SMC to the latest version
and patch. See the update guides for more information on
updating to the current version, and patch readmes for more
information on patch updates.
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Data Store Installation Next Steps
After you review this guide:

l Review the Stealthwatch Release Notes for more information on the current
Stealthwatch Enterprise version.

l Review the Data Store Installation and Configuration Guide for more information
on deploying the Data Store.
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